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Onward on to the loyal and true 

Gathering in 2014 to celebrate anew 
Academic achievement and nightlife venue 

Attacked equally with fervor at old JCU. 
 

From vantage of two score and ten years we view 
Fondly the Warrensville social mileu 

Shrouded quad exploits leave eyes freshly a-dew 
Glee club, I-chi, sagacious Sigma Nu  
U Club, ROTC, Little Theatre Review 

The gallic short skirts of Janelle Mieux. 
 

Recline, raise a flagon,and rejoice as I spell ye:                 
Saga stalwarts fulfilling pleasures of belly, 

Intellectual needs nurtured in Tower Gracelli, 
Slumber's comfort 'neath gabled Bernet and Pacelli.          

Statistics Accounting Finance and Econ  
Ethics, Theology and Summer Camp recon. 

 
Dayhops abound in Student Union Center 

Blessed was the moment that barriers of gender 
Were broken senior year in a stroke most bold 

Sparking campus morale as has often been told    
 

Victory flag high 'bove grid exploits triumphant  
Tipp and Big John lead the fierce wolfpack hunt 
Field position assured Heave returning the punt 

Orange Gus and Gordy conquer titles redundant.    
 

Allegheney Thiel Reserve and Case 
made bold attempts most heinous and base 

To steal Coach Ray's crown, our lightning and thunder 
John Crushall's might kept them firmly thumb-under. 

 
Senior year brings Mock Convention political  

But also begins adult decisions critical. 
We stretch Nagle nights long towards the day 
But graduation gathers nigh, no way to delay. 
Senior year a last chance to grow and to play. 
We groove to the Beatles, mightily grieve JFK. 

 
Final farewells gamut run, weary us 

Then on to the real world, powerful, mysterious 
Law schools daunting  and grad schools astucious   

Career-shaping forces await many at Ft Eustis. 
 

Look back, Sons of Carroll, where we have been 
Winning journeys accomplished, some planned,some whim. 



Down history's pathways murky and dim 
Carroll's foundations instilled a tradition to win. 

 
Resolve now brothers and sisters akin 

To gather close round the quad once again 
We'll celebrate 50 years with joy, food and drink. 

Review fond memories gone by in a blink 
And excuse tall tales with a nod and a wink. 

 
Onward on to the loyal and true 

Gathering once again to celebrate and renew 
Best friendships begun when beer was 3.2 

Honed o'er a lifetime, Streaks through and through.  - Frank Kelley 
	  


